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Here follow indices to the new series Volumes 22-25 [2008-2011] of The East-Central American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies’ newsletter (entitled *The East-Central Intelligencer* from spring 1987 to May 2005 and *The Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer* thereafter). The issues were last indexed in the January 2008 newsletter (indexing 2005-2007 issues). Extended pieces are indexed here by contents, with headings by topic, title, and, for books reviewed, author. Entries without author indicated were announcements by the editor. The order within entries is chronological, with year published omitted when the same as the previous entry’s. Some duplication and cross referencing occur. An index of contributors is added at the end. These indices are appearing in the October 2011 issue of the *Intelligencer* and will be posted by Jim Moody at EC/ASECS’s website with those for earlier volumes.—James E. May, editor


American Literature: see “Franklin,” “North America,” “Shuffelton”; see rev. of “Cotlar,” “Harris and Kamrath,” “Mader.”


ASECS: growth into 19C studies and non-Western studies: 24.iii.72-73; see “conferences” and “journals”; see “conferences.”


see “Brock, “Prior”; see rev. of “Barbauld,“ “Carnell,” “Wu,” and other books on other authors.


Bibliographical Society of America: see "Prizes."


**Boswell, James:** “Boswell and Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz” by Robert G. Walker: 25.iii (2011), 1-3; see also “Johnson.”


**British Theater Literature:** “Bibliographic Information for Fifty-three Unlocated Eighteenth-Century Items in Arnott and Robinson's *English Theatrical Literature, 1559-1900*” by David Wallace Spielman: 23.1 (2009), 1-16.


**Burney Collection Online** [serials]: Publication in March 2008: 22.iii (2008), 73; “Assessing the Inclusiveness of Searches in the Online Burney Newspapers
Chesterfield, Lord, Philip Dormer Stanhope: cover illustration for 22.i (Jan. 2008); see “Publication History.”  


Early English Books Online (EEBO): see articles by Shevlin, Greenfield, Sarver, and Glover in conference forum gathered and introduced by Troost under “ECCO” [23.iii (2009), 2-29].


**EC/ASECS listserv:** set up by Kevin Berland: 21.iii (2007), 49-50.


**EC/ASECS Website:** on Jim Moody’s succeeding T. E. D. Braun and Moody’s expansion of the site, such as in its newsletter archive: 25.i-ii (2011), 69.


Greenfield (13-16); “Star: A Survey and Analysis of Linguistic Changes” by Michelle Sarver (16-21, plus supplemental tables omitted from initial mailing and available from editor); “EEBO, ECCO, and the Eighteenth-Century Novel Course,” with tables omitted from initial mailing and available from editor] by Brian Glover (21-24); “Self-Help for Better Conduct” [on Samuel Richardson’s novel Pamela] by Rachael Federico” (24-29); “A Little Noisy Feedback and Much Civil Exchange at EC/ASECS 2009: Bibliography, the ESTC, and 18th-Century Electronic Databases” [account by chair of “Bibliography, the ESTC, and 18th-Century Electronic Databases: A Roundtable,” with S. Dawson, B. Geiger, J. May, B. Pauley, J. Tierney, and D. Vander Meulen, at Bethlehem, fall 2009] by Eleanor F. Shevlin: 24.i-ii (2010), 10-14; Patrick Spedding’s ECS article: 25.iii.44.


Eighteenth-century periodicals: see “Newspapers and.”


Engraving: see “arts.”


**Exhibitions, Museums, and 18C Sites:** Folger Shakespeare Library and Institute: 22.ii (2008), 70-71; new Folger librarian and exhibitions at Folger, Penn, and Yale: 23.i (2009), 73; Huntington’s Johnson exhibition and lecture series: 23.iii.67.


**Fellowships:** John Carter Brown: 23.ii (2009), 53; NYPL fellowship: 24.iii.59; see “ASECS Irish American.”


**Folger Shakespeare Library** and **Institute:** 22.ii (2008), 70-71; new Folger librarian and exhibitions at Folger, Penn, and Yale: 23.i (2009), 73; exhibits, magazine, theatre, garden: 23.iii.76.

**Foundling Museum:** see “Gerald Coke Handel.”

**France and French culture and literature:** “Société d’études des pratiques et theories en traduction”: 22.ii (2008), 73; Conlon’s Enlightenment Collection at McMaster: 22.iii.72; Rousseau Asso. Meetings 2011 and 2013: 24.i-ii (2010), 60; Julie Candler Hayes’s *French Translators, 1600-1800: An Online Anthology of Prefaces and Criticism*: 24.iii.61; Société française d’étude du dix-huitième siècle and its publications and web-posted bibliographies, including Benoit Melançon’s XVIIIe siècle: *Bibliographie: 24.iii.62; Mary Trouille’s* *Wife Abuse in Eighteenth-Century France* (*SVEC 2009: 01), rev. by Ellen Moody: 25.iii.11-15; see “Braun” [“Notes from Newark”]; see rev. of “Pompignan,” “Robbins,” “Walton.”


Germany and German culture and literature: *Goethe Yearbook*, Volume 17, general editor: Daniel Purdy (2010), rev. by Elizabeth Powers: 25.i-ii (2011), 54-56; see “Goethe”; see reviews of “Huff,” “Huneman,” “Kerry” [on Schiller], “Souls for Sale.”


History of Edinburgh’s Notorious Burke and Hare and of the Man of Science Who Abetted Them in the Commission of Their Most Heinous Crimes (2010), rev. by Jan Stahl: 25.i-ii (2011), 42-45; see reviews of “Bailyn,” “Brack” [on Smollett’s histories, esp. 33], “Brock” [on Macaulay, 30-31]; “Hogeland,” “Looser” [on Macaulay], “McMichael”; “Sparks.”


**Huntington Library:** on Johnson exhibition, see “Johnson.”


**“Hyenas and Black Swans:** Notes on Annotating Richardson’s *Grandison*” by Robert G. Walker: 23.i (2009), 17-20.

**Internet resources:** “Bibliographical Resources on the Internet”: 22.i (2008), 59-63; miscellaneous: 22.ii.70-73; “Ehrenpreis Center To Undertake Online Critical Edition of Swift” (undertaken by Dirk Passmann and Hermann Real with Dr. Kirsten Juhas and Sandra Simon, on Centre’s website overhauled by Dirk Passmann and webmaster Peter Kollenbrandt): 22.iii.55-57; sites to browse for 18C studies: 23.ii (2009), 53; *Pue’s Occurrences: The Irish History Blog* announced on K. Whelan’s distribution list: 23.iii.77; *Digital Defoe* and Burns’s *Dialect Poems* e-edition: 24.ii (2010), 62; James Woolley’s newly revised first-line indexes for “Finding English Verse 1650-1850” and Jim May’s revision of four bibliographies of recent studies and his addition of a Censorship & press freedom bibliography also at BibSite: 24.iii.59-60; *L’almanacco bibliografico*: 24.iii.60; Ruth Bottingheimer’s bibliography *British Books for Children and Adolescents 1470-1770*, Brycchan Carey’s *Ignatius Sancho: A Bibliography*, and Randy Robertson’s database of 2600 works noticed or censored by authorities, “The British Index, 1641-1700”: 24.iii.60-61; UK website “British Printed Images to 1700” to place 12,000 printed images on the WWW: 24.iii.61; PDF of *Resources for Studying the Book Arts and the History of the Book in the Watkinson Library*: 24.iii.61; *Orlando Project*: (Cambridge U. Press’s subscription database on 1200+ writers): 24.iii.61; Women Writers website out of the Netherlands: 24.iii.61; Julie Candler Hayes’s *French Translators, 1600-1800: An Online Anthology of Prefaces and Criticism*: 24.iii.61; Société française d’étude du dix-huitième siècle and its publications and web-posted bibliographies, including Benoit Melançon’s *XVIIIe siècle: Bibliographie*: 24.iii.62; digital convergence and information technology developments: 24.iii (2010), 64-65; on errors and inadequacies of online...
bibliographical information from Amazon, journal article reproduction sites, online library catalogues, etc.: “"Things fall apart": Grumblings after Enumerating Titles” by James E. May: 24.iii.65-73; “Eighteenth-Century Book Tracker, the ESTC, and Google Books: Some Updates and an Announcement” by Benjamin F. Pauley: 25.i-ii (2011), 27-32; bibliography of critical studies of Swift posted by Ehrenpreis Centre: 25.i-ii (2011), 85; conference report with bibliography from papers at the “Money, Power & Print” conference 2010: 25.i-ii (2011), 88; 
Electronic Enlightenment, an online searchable text-base from Oxford UP, and Gale digital products including "British Literary Manuscripts Online: 25.i-ii (2011), 88; Shaftesbury Project and On-line Swift: 25.iii.43; see "ECCO."

Pue’s Occurrences: The Irish History Blog announced on K. Whelan’s distribution list: 23.iii.77; “Brant M. Vogel Wins ASECS’s 2010 Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship ["Climate, Colonialism, and British Empiricism"]”: 24.i-ii (2010), 41-42; see “Swift.”


Language: “Undergraduate Use of Search Engines in EEBO and ECCO” [and the OED] by Sayre N. Greenfield: 23.iii.13-16; “Star: A Survey and Analysis of Linguistic Changes” [part of a pedagogical forum on the use of ECCO and EEBO, as is Greenfield’s] by Michelle Sarver: 23.iii.16-21 [plus supplemental tables omitted from initial mailing and available from editor]; see “Alston”; “Manly.”


Movies on 18th century: *Goethe! and Gulliver’s Travels* to be released fall 2010: 24.iii (2010), 65.


"Notes from Newark" by T. E. D. Braun [conference reports]: see “Braun.”


Postcolonial theory and perspective: see “Hawes.”


Rare Book School (Charlottesville): 20.i (2006), 85; 20.iii.73-74.


SHARP and SHARP News: 24.iii.55 and 59.


Societies: ASECS affiliates, Omohundro, etc.: 22.i (2008), 57-68; ASECS affiliates, Defoe Society, Johnson societies, British Societies, etc.: 20.ii.68-71; ASECS affiliates, Goethe, Johnson, de Stael, Behn, Rousseau, etc.: 22.iii.68-72; see also “Conferences.”


Williams, Helen Maria: “Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827)” by Deborah Kennedy: 25.i-ii (2011), 32-33.


**Young, Edward:** regarding editions of Young, see “Some Problems in ECCO (and ESTC)” by James E. May: 23.i (2009), 20-30; on advertisements for his works, see “Assessing the Inclusiveness of Searches in the Online Burney Newspapers Collection” by James E. May: 23.ii (2009), 28-34.
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